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Abstract: Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is one of the essential components of unmanned
1 aerial vehicle (UAV) communications. However, the output signal accuracy of QAM deteriorates
dramatically and even collapses in the case of UAVs in a harsh channel environment. This is due
to the fractionally spaced equalization based on the multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm
being implemented prior to carrier synchronization in QAM-based UAV modulation systems. The
carrier frequency offset from the harsh channel signal thus contributes to the significantly degraded
performance of MMA by suffering the fractionally spaced equalization. Therefore, in this paper, a
novel offset feedback fractionally spaced equalization architecture for UAVs to eliminate the carrier
frequency offset is first proposed. In this architecture, the carrier frequency offset allows estimated
and incorporation into the input signal of fractionally spaced equalization to compensate for the offset.
Moreover, a new multi-modulus decision-directed algorithm is presented for the novel architecture
to improve the received signal accuracy of UAVs further. It enables adaptive optimization of the
convergence process in accordance with the dynamic UAV communication environment employing
the multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm and decision-directed blind equalization algorithm
(MDD). Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the OF-FSE framework in enabling
the QAM-based UAV modulation systems operation in harsh channel scenarios. Moreover, the
performance of the presented new MDD algorithm compared with baseline approaches is also
confirmed.

Keywords: UAV; QAM; carrier frequency offset; blind equalization algorithm; signal accuracy

1. Introduction

The development of wireless communication systems imposes increasingly high re-
quirements on the transmission rate of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). This means
that wireless communication technology of UAVs at the physical layer needs to continu-
ously make huge improvements based on ensuring reliability [1]. Quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) [2] is an effective and relatively reliable technology in existing UAV
communication transmission systems. This is because of its excellent frequency band uti-
lization which is widely utilized in high-speed data transmission systems. However, QAM
is by no means immune to all UAV communication scenarios. For instance, the accuracy of
signals deteriorates rapidly and even falls to zero after QAM-based UAV modulation when
UAV communication links are suffered common inter-symbol interference (ISI) [3]. The
ISI is the amplitude value of an adjacent symbol wave at a sampling moment, resulting
in interference with the current symbol sampling. The sampling value obtained at the
sampling point of signal affected by ISI not only includes the amplitude value of the current
symbol but also the amplitude value of adjacent symbols. It makes the symbols unreliable
and reduces the signal quality of communication transmission. To recover the signal to
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the original form and ensure transmission accuracy, eliminating the effects of the ISI in
QAM-based UAV modulation systems is thus imperative and indispensable.

The multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm (MMA) [4] based on fractionally
spaced equalization (FSE) looks promising to address the challenges that QAM-based UAV
modulation systems face in the ISI environment [3,5,6]. The FSE [7–9] enables sampling of
the received signal at a greater symbol rate compared with the conventional symbol-spaced
equalization. Insensitive to the sampling phase, functional timing and compensation for
serious distortion of deep fading channels are the outstanding advantages of the FSE. MMA
based on FSE (MMA-FSE) allows both the modulus and the phase of the equalizer output
to be considered because the cost function of MMA can be decomposed into real and
imaginary parts. Generally, MMA-FSE is usually used before carrier synchronization in
QAM-based UAV modulation systems [10]. Nevertheless, in the ISI environment, there
is carrier frequency offset (CFO) in the signal because of the presence of phase deviation
because of channel delay and frequency deviation between receiver and transmitter [11].
The accuracy of the MMA-FSE however degrades precipitously or even breaks down [12].
This is due to the limited phase tracking capability of the MMA-FSE. It thus still introduces
errors in the equalization and affects the accuracy of QAM-based UAV modulation systems.

Several studies have been carried out for MMA-FSE for the ISI environment [13–15].
Yeste Ojeda et al. [13] proposed a cyclic wiener filter to improve the FSE system based on
the QAM system by using a multi-rate filter. Li et al. [14] applied multi-carrier amplitude
FSE to suppress the high frequency fading in visible light communication systems. A novel
class of fast MMA was proposed in [15] to improve the speed and application scenarios of
MMA. However, they all ignore the implications of the CFO condition for the MMA-FSE.
Yuan et al. [12] analyzed the phase tracking ability of MMA. Nevertheless, they did not
provide an effective solution for reducing the impact of the CFO on MMA. Therefore, in the
CFO condition, improving the capability of the FSE to correct phase deviations and thus
improve the communication channel transmission accuracy of UAVs remains a pressing
challenge.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel offset feedback FSE (OF-FSE) architecture
to decrease the influence of CFO for QAM-based UAV modulation systems. A new multi-
modulus decision-directed (MDD) algorithm is then presented to improve the accuracy of
our OF-FSE. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) The proposed OF-FSE architecture is used to eliminate the CFO of the equalization
input signal of UAVs. In particular, a feedback loop is added to FSE. It allows the
OF-FSE to estimate the phase error of the output signal through a phase discriminator.
The changes are then tracked to maintain the accuracy of the estimation and thus
OF-FSE enables work in non-CFO conditions.

(2) In order to further improve the output signal accuracy, a new multi-modulus decision-
directed (MDD) algorithm for the novel OF-FSE is presented. It enables adaptive
adjustment of the convergence status for various dynamic environments. Hence,
OF-FSE can ensure stability and further reduce errors to improve accuracy.

(3) The proposed improvements are confirmed through different aspects of the QAM-
based UAV modulation system by simulations. The results demonstrate that compared
with MMA-FSE, our OF-FSE can eliminate the influence of the system output signal
caused by the CFO. Furthermore, the proposed new MDD algorithm enhances the
accuracy compared to the baseline approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the general
FSE architecture of QAM systems and corresponding problems in case of encountering the
CFO. We present the design OF-FSE framework and demonstrate its phase tracking ability
in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed MDD algorithm is presented. Simulation results
are shown in Section 5. Finally, we summarize this paper in Section 6. See Table 1 for used
notation definitions.
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Table 1. Notation Definition.

Symbol Definition

s(n) System input signal
h Channel impulse response
lh Length of channel impulse response
vn Gaussian white noise
r(n) Received signal
f (n) Filters coefficients
y(n) Equalizer output signal
z(n) System output signal
P Oversampling multiple
T Sampling interval
J(n) Cost function
e(n) Error function
ξ(k) Phase characteristic of loop
fd Phase Angular frequency
∆ f Frequency deviation
r̂(n) Equalizer input signal
ŷ(n) Decision value of y(n)
F1 First-order loop filtering characteristic
F2 Second-order loop filtering characteristic
K1 Phase discrimination characteristic of first-order loop
K2 Phase discrimination characteristic of second-order loop
ρ Integral parameter
H(z) Amplitude-frequency response of the channel
θα(k) Tracking phase of MMA
θβ(k) Tracking phase of MMA-OF-FSE
θφ(k) Phase of MMA-OF-FSE input signal
θ̂1(k) Phase errors of first-order loop output
θ̂2(k) Phase errors of second-order loop output
µ Equalization iteration
λ(n) Adaptive factor of MDD algorithm
µλ Updating step size of adaptive factor λ(n)

2. General FSE Architecture in QAM-Based UAV Modulation Systems

Generally, equalization and carrier synchronization are implemented in QAM-based
UAV modulation systems independently. Moreover, the ISI is caused by deep path fading
channels seriously and it affects the accuracy of carrier synchronization. Therefore, the
implementation of MMA-FSE architecture is only be considered in this paper.

In the universal FSE carrier synchronization series architecture of QAM-based UAV
modulation systems (Figure 1), FSE employs a T/4 multi-channel model [16], where
T/4 is the sampling interval time and unit in second (s). In addition, s(n), h(n), v(n)
and r(n) represent the transmitted signal of the baseband model, time-invariant channel
impulse response, additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN) and equalization input signal,
respectively. The transmitted data symbols are assumed to be stationary independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Furthermore, since the multi-channel model of the FSE is
obtained by oversampling channel, the T/4 oversampling channel vector can be expressed
as:

h = (h(1)1 , h(2)1 , . . . , h(4)1 , . . . , h(1)n , h(2)n , . . . , h(4)n , . . . , h(n)lh
)
′
, (1)

where lh is the channel length, h(p) represents different subchannels, p = 1, 2, 3, 4. In
addition, P is the oversampling multiple and P = 4 in this paper.
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Figure 1. General MMA-FSE architecture of QAM-based UAV modulation systems.

Hence, each sub-channel vector can be represented as:

h(p) = (h(p)
1 , h(p)

2 , . . . , h(p)
lh

)
′
. (2)

In addition, the signal s(n) transmitted through a sub-channel can be denoted by

r(n) = s(n) ∗ h(n) + v(n) =
P

∑
j=1

lh

∑
i=1

h(j)
i s(n− i) + v(n). (3)

The outputs of each sub-channel can be expressed as:

r(p)(n) =
lh

∑
i=1

h(p)
i s(n− i) + v(p)(n). (4)

Further, the MMA is a blind equalization algorithm that compensates for signal amplitude
and phase separately, it is characterized by the division of the transmitted signal into real
and imaginary parts for updating and iterating filters. It can be achieved by iterating the
errors of the real and imaginary data based on the cost function while adjusting the filter
weight coefficients. The cost function of MMA [17] is

JMMA(n) = 1
4 E
{

s4(n)
}

∑i r4(i) cos 4θ(i)
+ 3

4
[
E
{
|s(n)|4

}
∑i r4(i) + 2E2{|s(n)|2}∑i ∑l 6=i r2(i)r2(l)

]
−2E2{|s(n)|2} E{s4

R(n)}
E{s2

R(n)}
∑i r2(i) + 2

[
E{s4

R(n)}
E{s2

R(n)}

]2

= E
{

y4
R(n)

}
+ E

{
y4

I (n)
}
− 2RR · E

{
y2

R(n)
}

−2RI · E
{

y2
I (n)

}
+ R2

R + R2
I

(5)

JR(n) and JI(n) is used to express the cost functions in the real and imaginary directions of
the FSE output signal, they can be further specifically denoted by

{
JR(n) = 1

4

[
RR − |yR(n)|2

]2
,

JI(n) = 1
4

[
RI − |yI(n)|2

]2
,

(6)

where yR(n) and yI(n) are the real and imaginary parts of the FSE output signal, respec-
tively. In addition, RR and RI are used to be invariant of cost functions, their values are
related to the carrier amplitude of the signal. After the derivation of yR(n) and yI(n), the
real and imaginary parts of the FSE output signal error function can be expressed as eR(n)
and eI(n) respectively by

{
eR(n) = yR(n)

[
RR − |yR(n)|2

]2
,

eI(n) = yI(n)
[

RI − |yI(n)|2
]2

,
(7)
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where the expressions for the constant modulus terms RR and RI are{
RR = E

[
|sR(n)|4

]
/E
[
|sR(n)|2

]
,

RI = E
[
|sI(n)|4

]
/E
[
|sI(n)|2

]
,

(8)

where sR(n) and sI(n) are the real and imaginary parts of the transmitted signal respectively,
and E[·] is the mathematical expectation. The filtering coefficient update formula for the
T/4-FSE with an iteration step of µ that can be written as:

f (p)(n + 1) = f (p)(n)− µ · (eR(n) + eI(n))∗ · r(p)(n), (p = 1, 2, 3, 4). (9)

The output signal y(n) can be expressed as Equation (10), and the ISI in y(n) has been
eliminated by FSE,

y(n) = rn

P

∑
j=1

l f

∑
i=1

[
f (j)
i

]′
r(n−i) + vn, (10)

where l f is the filter length, fn = ( f (1), f (2), . . . , f (n))T is the filter vector, and rn =

(r(1), r(2), . . . , r(n))T is the input signal vector of the equalizer. The output signal y(n) of
the equalizer is then synchronized with the phase locked loop (PLL) carrier to obtain the
final output z(n). z(n) and s(n) satisfy the relationship z(n) = s(n) · e−jω(n)T , where ω(n)
is the phase deviation angle. However, this system will introduce CFO into MMA-FSE,
thus reducing the impact of the CFO on UAVs’ MMA-FSE is urgently required.

3. Proposed OF-FSE Architecture for UAVs

In this section, the novel OF-FSE architecture for UAVs in (Figure 2) is detailed. It
incorporates the phase discriminator into a feedback loop for FSE. The OF-FSE therefore
can capture the carrier phase errors and tracks it [18].

Figure 2. System model of MMA based on OF-FSE architecture for UAVs.

The OF-FSE employs a multi-channel model, the transmission sequence is assumed
transmits through a linear time-invariant channel (LTI). As mentioned previously, the
output of the sub-channels can be denoted by r(n) = s(n) ∗ h(n) + v(n) = ∑P

j=1 ∑lh
i=1 h(j)

(i)s(n− i) + v(n) and the corresponding output of each sub-channel can be represented as
r(p)(n) = ∑lh

i=1 h(p)(i)s(n− i) + v(p)(n). Therefore, OF-FSE can eliminate CFO through a
multiplier, then the new equalization input signal r̂(p)(n) without CFO can be obtained.
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In addition, according to [12], in case of the MMA reaches the convergent state, its
tracking phase θ(k) should meet sin4θ(k) = 0. Thus, the phase tracking equation of MMA
is

θ(k + 1) = θ(k)− µ
[
−E
{

s4(n)
}

r3(k)sin4θ(k)
]
,

= θ(k)− µθ(k)sin4[θ(k)− 0],
(11)

In Equation (11), it can be observed that the MMA phase tracking model is equivalent to a
first-order phase-locked loop with a phase detection characteristic of sin4θ. Therefore, the
new phase model diagram of MMA can combine phase characteristic with OF-FSE.

The phase tracking characteristic model of MMA based on OF-FSE (MMA-OF-FSE) is
shown in Figure 3, where θφ(k), θα(k) and θβ(k) represents the MMA-OF-FSE input signal
phase, the tracking phase of MMA and MMA-OF-FSE respectively. The loop where the
phase discriminator PD1 is located is a first-order phase-locked loop. The other where the
phase discriminator PD2 is located is a second-order phase-locked loop [17]. Further, eθ1(n)
and eθ2(n) are output phase errors of the PD1 and PD2 respectively. F1

(
z−1) and F2

(
z−1)

are the equivalent filter characteristic of the MMA equalization with integral parameter K1
and the characteristic function of the second-order phase-locked loop with parameter K2, ρ
and ξ(k), respectively. The detail of them can be denoted by

F1

(
z−1
)
=

K1

z
− 1, (12)

F2

(
z−1
)
=

z(1 + ρ)− 1
(z− 1)2 . (13)

Furthermore, θ̂1(k) and θ̂2(k) are phase errors of loop outputs, respectively. Therefore, the
input at time k is the phase of the signal. θφ(k)subtracts the phase error of the second-order
loop feedback to obtain the θ̂1(k), and then subtracts the phase error of first-order loop
feedback to obtain θ̂2(k). Therefore, based on the interrelationships between θφ(k), θα(k),
θβ(k), θ̂1(k) and θ̂2(k), it can be expressed as:

θα(k) = θφ(k)− θ̂2(k)
θ̂2(k) = θ̂2(k− 1) + ξ(k− 1)
ξ(k) = ξ(k− 1) + K2(1 + ρ)eθ2(k)− K2eθ2(k− 1)
eθ2(k) = θβ(k)
θβ(k) = θα(k)− θ̂1(k)
θ̂1(k + 1) = θ̂1(k) + K1 sin 4θβ(k)

(14)

The input signal is assumed a single frequency non-noise signal that satisfies θφ(k + 1) =
θφ(k) + 2π∆ f T. In Equation (14), ∆ f is the CFO, T is the sampling interval. By simulating
the digital signal to approximately satisfy θφ(t) = θφ(k), there is

dθφ(t)/dt ≈ 2π fd. (15)

Further, by taking the second and the sixth expressions into the first and the fifth expressions
from Equation (14) respectively and performing a Laplace transformation on changed
Equation (14), there is 

sθα(s) = 2π fd/s− ξ(s)/T
sξ(s) = K2(1 + ρ)seθ2(s) + K2ρeθ2(s)/T
eθ2(s) = θβ(s)
sθα(s) = sθβ(s) + K1 · L

{
sin 4θβ(t)

}
/T

(16)
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For the convenience of calculation, assuming sin4θβ(t) ≈ 4θβ(t). The previous equation
Equation (16) can be rewritten as:

sθα(s) = 2π fd/s− ξ(s)/T
sξ(s) = K2(1 + ρ)seθ2(s) + K2ρeθ2(s)/T
eθ2(s) = θβ(s)
sθα(s) = sθβ(s) + 4K1 · θβ(s)/T

(17)

In order to obtain the expression of θα(s) about eθ2(s) and solve it, the second term in
Equation (17) is substituted into the first term and the third term is substituted into the
fourth term, respectively. Hence, the expression of θα(s) about eθ2(s) is written as:

s2θα(s) = 2π fd − K2(1 + ρ)seθ2(s)/T − K2ρeθ2(s)/T2, (18)

sθα(s) = seθ2(s) + 4K1 · eθ2(s)/T. (19)

To solve θβ(s), the θβ(s) can be expressed by associating the item3 of Equations (17)–(19) as:

θβ(s) =
2π fd

s2 + [4K1/T + K2(1 + ρ)/T]s + K2ρ/T2 . (20)

Figure 3. Phase tracking characteristic model of MMA-OF-FSE.

Equation (20) proves that the phase tracking capability of MMA-OF-FSE is similar to a
second-order phase-locked loop. Similarly, the phase-tracking expression of MMA can be
expressed by deriving the first-order loop as:

θMMA(s) = θα(s) =
2π∆ f

s2 + (4K1/T)s
. (21)

In Equation (21), it can be determined that the phase tracking ability of the MMA is
influenced by the parameter K1, which is related to the tracking step µ. However, the phase
tracking range of the first-order phase-locked loop is relatively limited [19]. Therefore, it
can be determined that the phase tracking ability of MMA-OF-FSE is better than MMA-FS,
the proposed OF-FSE can effectively eliminate the CFO of OF-FSE input signal. Therefore,
the OF-FSE input signal r̂(p)(n) without CFO can be expressed as:

r̂(p)(n) =

[
lh

∑
i=1

h(p)(i)s(n− i) + v(p)(n)

]
e−πnj· fd/2. (22)
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Then the formula for updating the filtering coefficients of MMA-OF-FSE with iteration step
µ can be written as:

f (p)(n + 1) = f (p)(n)− µ · (eR(n) + eI(n))
∗ · r̂(p)(n). (23)

It’s obvious that our OF-FSE architecture can provide the estimated phase deviation to
the equalization input signal through a feedback loop and track it in real-time. Therefore,
our OF-FSE architecture for UAVs addresses the challenges of MMA-FSE being affected by
CFO in UAV communication channels.

4. MDD Algorithm for OF-FSE

In order to further improve the accuracy and convergence speed of OF-FSE, the new
MDD for the novel OF-FSE architecture is presented. Moreover, MDD employs the MMA
and decision-directed blind equalization algorithm (DDA) [20], there is an adaptive unit
λ(n) added into equalization iterations. Therefore, MDD can adapt to the weights of the
algorithms by updating λ(n) based on dynamic environmental changes. The MDD for
OF-FSE (MDD-OF-FSE) architecture is shown in Figure 4, where the decision value ŷ of
output signal y is sent to the Algorithm 1 based on previous OF-FSE architecture, the
purpose of the decider block is to obtain the standard constellation of output signal y, thus
the error function of MDD can be composed of the difference between y and its standard
constellation ŷ.

Algorithm 1 The proposed MDD Algorithm
Input: received signal r̂ after communication channel
Output: system output signal y
Initialization: filters f , filter taps N, adaptive unit λ, number of symbols n, and
k = 1

1: for i = N, N + 1, . . . , n
2: y←− r̂⊗ f
3: f (N + 1) = f (N)− µe∗MDDr(k)←− Equation (28)
4: if λ(k) 6= 0
5: Calculate λ(k + 1)←− Equation (29)
6: else if
7: λ(k) = 0
8: k = k + 1
9: end for

10: Return y

Figure 4. System model of MDD for OF-FSE architecture.
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DDA has better equalization performance compared to MMA [21], it utilizes the
equalization output signal and decision value of the equalization output signal to construct
a cost function. The cost function of DDA can be denoted by

JDDA(n) =
1
2
[y(n)− ŷ(n)]2. (24)

where y(n) is the equalization output signal, and ŷ(n) is the decision value of y(n). Hence,
the error function of DDA can be expressed by taking the derivative of Equation (24) as:

eDDA(n) = y(n)− ŷ(n). (25)

Thus the filtering coefficients of OF-FSE according to DDA can be updated as:

f (n + 1) = f (n)− µ · e∗DDA(n) · r̂(n)

=
P

∑
i=1

f (i)n − µ · e∗DDA(n) ·
P

∑
i=1

r̂(i)n .
(26)

Nevertheless, in the OF-FSE architecture where uses the DDA, the initial CFO cannot
be accurately estimated due to the time required for the phase tracking loop to reach the
convergence state. Therefore, DDA cannot converge because it is highly unreliable in the
presence of the CFO. To solve this problem, an adaptive unit λ(n) is added into MDD
for controling the combination weights of MMA and DDA. The specific approach can be
expressed as:

JMDD(n) = λ(n)JMMA(n) + (1− λ(n))JDD(n), (27)

then the error function can be expressed as:

eMDD(n) = λ(n)eMMA(n) + (1− λ(n))eDDA(n). (28)

The weight factor λ(n) is updated by environmental changes and controls the proportion of
the MMA and DDA during the iteration process of OF-FSE. Due to the robust convergence
characteristics of the MMA, λ(n) should be taken as close to 1 at the initial stage to ensure
that MDD is dominated by MMMA for reliability. Moreover, MDD should be gradually
switched to DDA for obtaining less steady-state errors with the update of λ(n). The
weighting factor λ(n) serves as a variable parameter, and its updating equation can be
expressed as:

λ(n + 1) = λ(n)− µλ · (JMMA(n)− JDDA(n)), (29)

where µλ is the updating step size for controlling λ(n). In addition, the λ(n) should be
stopped updating when λ(n) is updated to 0 and the error function of the algorithm is
completely dominated by DDA at this moment.

Therefore, MDD-OF-FSE can adaptively update the weights of MMA and DDA during
the iteration process to obtain their respective advantages, it can achieve better accuracy
while ensuring stability.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, the work is demonstrated by comparing the performance of MMA-FSE,
MMA-OF-FSE and MDD-OF-FSE algorithms. Through simulations, the effectiveness of the
OF-FSE architecture for QAM-based UAV modulation systems is proven and the unique
advantages of the improved MDD-OF-FSE are evaluated.
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A complex channel H in [12] that introduces an arbitrary phase rotation is utilized,
and it can be expressed as:

H(z) = (−0.005− 0.004j)z−3 + (0.009 + 0.030j)z−2

+ (−0.24− 0.104j)z−1 + (0.854 + 0.520j)z0

+ (−0.218 + 0.273j)z1 + (0.049− 0.074)z2

+ (0.16 + 0.020j)z3.

(30)

This section assumes that the transmission signal in UAV communication channels
is s(n)ejω(n), where s(n) is an i.i.d. 16-QAM sequence, and ω(n) = 2πn∆ f /R is the
carrier-phase error in which ∆ f /R is CFO and R is the symbol rate [22]. The simulation
experiments employed an FSE with a transversal filter of 17 taps, and the centre tap of
fliters is initialized to 1 + 0i, others were 0. In addition, the initial value of λ is 0.99, the
iteration step size of λ is µλ = 0.002, the iteration step size of FSE is µ = 0.02, and multiple
experiments have been conducted to verify these step sizes.

5.1. MMA-FSE Performance with CFO

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the mean square error (MSE) of the MMA-
FSE output signal and CFO when Noise Ratio (SNR) is 25 dB. In addition, the MMA-FSE
output signal is after carrier synchronization. Through Figure 5, it can be observed that the
curve remains unchanged at the initial stage, and then shows an upward trend as the CFO
increases. This means that under our parameter conditions, the CFO correction ability of
MMA-FSE is approximately ∆ f /R = 1.5× 10−4, and MMA-FSE performance gradually
deteriorates after exceeding this value. Therefore, it is also verified that MMA-FSE cannot
solve the impact of CFO on FSE.

Figure 5. MSE performance of MMA-FSE versus CFO.

5.2. Proposed Algorithm Performance with CFO

Figures 6 and 7 show the MMA-OF-FSE and MDD-OF-FSE performance with the
relationship between MSE and CFO when the SNR is 25 dB and 15 dB respectively. For
Figure 6, it can be observed that the blue curve trend continues to rise and gradually remains
unchanged, it means that the impact of CFO on MMA-FSE tends to stabilize while the curve
trends of MMA-OF-FSE and MDD-OF-FSE remain basically unchanged. In addition, it can
be noticed that after reaching its worst performance with a CFO of ∆ f /R = 0.9× 10−4,
MMA-FSE performance actually improves as CFO increases. This is because when the
CFO is at the critical tracking ability of MMA-FSE, the algorithm will oscillate back and
forth between different balanced convergence points, resulting in further deterioration of
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equalization. After the curves of the three algorithms are stable, it can be observed that the
MSE of MDD-OF-FSE is lower by about 5 dB than MMA-OF-FSE, and their performance
is much better than MMA-FSE when the curves are stable. There is a similar trend of the
curves in Figure 7 when SNR is 15 dB. In addition, the curve trends of the three algorithms
all remain basically unchanged under larger CFO by experiments. Therefore, the proposed
OF-FSE architecture can effectively eliminate CFO and the improved MD-OF-FSE can
improve accuracy further.

Figure 6. MSE of three algorithms trends as CFO increase when SNR is 25 dB.

Figure 7. MSE of three algorithms trends as CFO increase conducted whens 15 dB.
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5.3. Algorithms Performance Comparison

The simulation experiments are conducted when CFO is setted to ∆ f /R = 0.1 and
SNR is 25 dB. Experiments compare the MSE Performance of MMA-FSE, MMA-OF-FSE,
and MD-OFF algorithms in Figure 8, the curves represent the trend of MSE as the iterations
increase.

Figure 8 shows that under 50,000 iterations, the system output signal MSE of MDD-
OF-FSE reaches around −23 dB, which is 5 dB lower than MMA-OF-FSE and 8 dB lower
than MMA-FSE. Moreover, the performance of MSE based on MDD-OF-FSE still shows a
downward trend when other curves tend to stabilize. It’s obvious that MDD-OF-FSE has
better performance and can continuously reduce errors closely to 0.

Figure 8. Algorithms systems’ output signal performance comparison when SNR is 25 dB.

Under the same parameters, the residual ISI is used as an evaluation indicator to
compare the equalization performance of three algorithms, Figure 9 shows the trend of
the channel’s remaining ISI as iterations increase. After the three curves converge, our
MDD-OF-FSE has the better performance of the channel’s remaining ISI, reaching −27 dB,
which is 5 dB lower than MMA-OF-FSE and 9 dB lower than MMA-FSE. Moreover, the
curve of MDD-OF-FSE has less jitter after convergence, thus it has stronger stability and
more accurate error tracking.

Figure 9. Residual ISI comparison.
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The constellation diagrams of the equalization output signal of MMA-FSE, MMA-OF-
FSE, and MDD-OF-FSE are shown in Figure 10a, Figure 11a and 11b, respectively. Our
MDD-OF-FSE has tighter constellation points, which means better accuracy. In addition,
Figure 10b shows the MMA-FSE output signal after carrier synchronization, our OF-FSE
architecture for UAVs is proven to be effective by comparing Figures 10b and 11a. The
constellation diagrams further prove our previous discussion and simulations.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Constellation diagrams for MMA-FSE. (a) equalization output signal; (b) system output
signal after carrier synchronization.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Constellation diagrams for OF-FSE architecture. (a) MMA-OF-FSE; (b) MDD-OF-FSE.

Simulation results prove that our OF-FSE architecture for UAVs can effectively elimi-
nate the impact of CFO on equalization and our algorithm MDD-OF-FSE can achieve better
steady-state performance.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an OF-FSE architecture for QAM-based UAV modulation systems
by combining carrier synchronization with an equalizer feedback loop. Thus the CFO of the
UAV received input signal is eliminated. Then an MDD algorithm is proposed to further
enhance the signal accuracy of UAVs. SimulatiMDD-OF-FSEon results demonstrated that
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the improved OF-FSE architecture effectively eliminates the CFO of UAVs’ input signal.
Furthermore, MDD algorithm reduced the channel’s ISI by 9 dB and MDD-OF-FSE reduced
the MSE of the system output signal by 8 dB at 50,000 iterations compared with baseline
approaches, our improvements have greatly improved the performance of FSE. Therefore,
MDD-OF-FSE has better performance in case of signal quality is poor in UAVs’ modulation
systems. In addition, reducing complexity is an unresolved issue. As in the follow-up
studies, we will try to propose optimization methods to obtain the optimal filter coefficients
while reducing the complexity.
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